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FINAL EXAMINATION 
(Total Time: 3½ hours)

General Instructions

1.  	Please answer each of the four questions in a different blue book or on a 
separate typed page.   Remember to number each blue book or typed page, and to 
write your anonymous exam number on the cover of each blue book or in the corner of 
each typed page.

2.  	This is an open-book examination. You may refer to any outside sources. 

3. 	You will have 3½ hours to answer the entire exam.  I have indicated approximate time 
allocations for each question, and my grading calculations will be weighted accordingly.  
Think quality and clarity, not quantity!  Extra time spent organizing your answers and 
writing legibly is time well spent.

4. 	Your answer should apply the statutory law or common law as necessary or appropriate.  
Refer or describe legal authorities only in the detail necessary to make your point.  Do not 
discuss unnecessary legal principles.  If additional facts are necessary to address any 
issue, make the appropriate assumptions and state them in your answer.  Do not create 
unnecessary facts.

5. 	I will make visits to the exam room in case there are any problems.  Do not contact me 
(or another student) simply for assistance with a question.  Deal with any ambiguities or 
uncertainties in a question by referring to them in your answer.

6.	When you are finished, place your additional blue books inside your first blue book.  
Make sure you have signed the pledge, and place the entire package in the boxes in the 
front of the classroom.

7.	Thank you for a wonderful semester, and good luck!


General Fact Applicable to All Questions

	Unless otherwise expressly stated in the question, all events occurred in the 
State of Oliwood, which has adopted in its criminal code all relevant provisions of 
the Model Penal Code.


Question 1 (65 Minutes)

	For many years, Oliwood dealt with disposal of hazardous petroleum products through 
regulations and civil tort laws.  However, after recent pollution studies suggested these laws did not 
adequately address environmental concerns, the Oliwood legislature passed the following statute:

Oliwood Revised Code 2000:  A person may not knowingly dispose of any petroleum waste product 
without a permit.  Violators of this law shall be subject to a fine of up to $5,000 per violation.  If a 
violation of this statute leads to serious harm to any endangered wildlife, the offender shall be subject 
to imprisonment for not more than 2 years.

	David Dumphries is an assistant manager at Oliwood’s branch of Super-Duper-Luber, a 
national car service chain specializing in quick oil changes.  The policy of the Super-Duper-Luber 
company is for local branches to collect used motor oils in large drums for weekly pick-up by the 
national company.  Super-Duper-Luber tracks the business conducted by local branches based on the 
amount of used oil collected each week.

	Phillip Pilfer, general manager of the Oliwood branch of Super-Duper-Luber and David’s boss, 
recently told David, “Those fat-cat corporate officers of Super-Duper-Luber denied our raise requests 
again.  It is time we make sure we get the compensation we deserve.”  Phillip then explained that he 
had a plan for opening the Oliwood station on Sundays and doing extra oil changes “off-the-books.”  
Phillip said this would allow the local Oliwood workers at Super-Duper-Luber to keep the income 
from the jobs completed on Sunday without sharing profits with the national company.  

	In detailing his plan, Phillip explained that it was to be David’s responsibility to dispose of the 
used motor oils from the “off-the-books” jobs.  David expressed concern about where he could dispose 
of the oil.  Phillip told David that he knew of a small, isolated pond in a rural area about 20 miles away 
where he could dump used oil.  David then asked whether there were laws against such dumping.  
Phillip responded, “There are regulations that call for a permit; I’ve filled out the paperwork and 
expect to receive a permit before this Sunday.”  When David expressed further concern about Phillip’s 
whole scheme, Phillip simply concluded their conversation by saying, “If you really care about your 
job and your co-workers, you will be here this Sunday.”

	Still troubled, David arrived at the Super-Duper-Luber station on Sunday to tell Phillip he did 
not want to get involved.  In a stern voice, Phillip said to David, “You are already involved, because I 
have two drums of oil loaded and ready for you to take to the pond.”  Phillip continued, “Not only will 
I fire you if you do not help, but I will be sure to let everyone here know that you are the reason why 
we can’t make some extra money this holiday season.  I have a feeling that the guys servicing the cars 
might have a special Christmas present to deliver to you with their fists if they hear that.”  

	David, who had spent to the limit on his credit cards in early holiday shopping for his family, 
decided he really could not afford to lose his job now.  David also knew that the service persons at 
Super-Duper-Luber would be very unhappy if he kept them from making extra money this time of 
year.  David said to Phillip, “Alright, I’ll do your dirty work, but only if you have the dumping permit.”  
Phillip pointed to an envelope on his desk and responded, “Yeah, sure, it came in the mail today.  So 
stop your stalling and take away that oil.”

	David drove the Super-Duper-Luber truck loaded with two drums of used motor oil to the pond 
Phillip had mentioned.  While driving through the rural area in the immediate vicinity of the pond, 
David noticed a number of large birds flying overhead.  David also saw what looked like an 
elementary school field trip, as he observed various groups of children with adults walking around 
looking up at the large birds with binoculars.  And, as he reached the dirt road leading to the pond, 
David saw a sign with large letters that read “Oliwood Loon Landing Pond,” as well as smaller 
lettering that David could not make out as he drove by. 

	Because David believed pouring used motor oil directly into the pond was not a great idea, he 
decided to try to bury the oil.  David took a shovel and dug a very large trench at the edge of the pond 
and proceeded to dump the two drums of oil into the trench he had prepared.  Exhausted from initially 
preparing the trench, however, David did not have the energy to put dirt over the oil.  David returned 
to his truck and left behind a large open trench of oil near the pond.

	A teacher accompanying the school field trip noticed David and thought something improper 
was transpiring.  She dialed 911, and the police arrived at the scene to intercept David at the entrance 
to the access road leading to the pond.  When the police asked David what he was doing, David 
asserted that his boss had a permit to dispose of oil in this area.  The police responded that this was not 
possible, since the pond was a wildlife refuge for endangered loons.  Upon their request, David 
brought the police to the exact location where David had dumped the oil.

	Sadly, upon David’s return with the police, the group witnessed a tragic scene at the location 
where David had dumped the used motor oil.  A flock of loons were stuck with their feet and beaks 
covered with oil.  Apparently a young boy from the school field trip had wandered off from his group 
toward David’s dumping spot and had scattered an entire bag of bird seed on top of the oil trench. The 
young boy thought the birds would be better able to see the seed against the black background of the 
oil.  The boy was right, as many loons had flocked to the spot only to get their feet and beaks deeply 
stuck in the tar.  

	Even worse than the loons’ fate, however, was the fate of the young boy.  Upon seeing the 
loons getting stuck in oil going after the seed, the boy waded into the oil trench in order to try to free 
the birds.  Sadly, the boy slipped, and became completely submerged in the oil trench.  Though the 
police were able to removed the boy, he had swallowed a considerable amount of used motor oil.  And 
though the poison squad was immediately called, they did not arrive in time to save the young boy.  
(Apparently the poison squad was given bad directions to the locale, and were thus delayed getting to 
the pond.)

	The police on the scene arrested David, and the Oliwood district attorney is now threatening to 
prosecuted David to the fullest extent possible under both Oliwood’s homicide provisions and the 
provisions of Oliwood Revised Code 2000.  (It turns out that Phillip had completely fabricated his 
claim that he had sought and obtained a permit for dumping.)

	David has retained you to serve as his defense attorney and he has now asked you to prepare a 
memorandum which discusses and candidly assesses his potential criminal liability and the arguments 
which can be made in his defense.



Question 2 (50 Minutes)

	Cindy Cairfel, a senior at Ohio Tech College, was surprised when Manny Manheim, the back-up quarterback for the Ohio Tech football team asked her out on a date.  The two had flirted mildly 
during the prior semester, but Cindy had not heard from Manny until he suddenly called.

	Cindy’s excitement was soon dampened when she heard about the Ohio Tech football team’s 
“Everyone Scores” game.  Cindy was told by her roommate, who had once dated an Ohio Tech player, 
that every year the football team “bonds” by having each player arrange to have sex with a different 
woman in the team’s equipment room.  Cindy’s roommate also said she had heard that this year 
someone had a legal prescription for the sedative Valium, and some players were putting Valium into 
their date’s drinks to make sure they successfully “scored.” 

	Because Cindy was fond of Manny, she hoped his request for a date was not simply a part of 
the “Everyone Scores” game.  Cindy decided to still go out with Manny, but planned to be extra 
cautious during the evening.  To be extra safe, Cindy purchased a miniature tape recorder to keep in 
her purse to enable her to record everything that was said during the date.

	Cindy’s initial concerns were alleviated when Manny took her to a fancy restaurant in town and 
explained he only now asked her out because of a prior relationship.  Manny proceeded to order a 
bottle of wine in order to “get this relationship off to a flying start.”  Still on her guard, Cindy only 
took a few small sips of wine throughout the meal.  Manny, in contrast, finished the bottle of wine 
during the first course, consumed two beers with the main meal, and had a coffee liquor for dessert.

	After the meal, Manny said that he planned for them to go to the campus theater to catch a late 
movie.  Cindy was generally pleased with this plan, though she was troubled that Manny wanted to go 
to the campus theater (which was next to the football stadium) when the public movie theater was just 
down the street.  When Cindy asked Manny about this, he explained that he had already seen all the 
movies playing at the town multiplex, and that the campus theater was showing classic romance 
movies.  Cindy could not decide whether Manny’s answer was really sweet or really suspicious.

	In the car on the way to the theater and also throughout the movie, Manny and Cindy held 
hands.  Cindy decided her initial fears about the date were unfounded, but a new concern develop as 
Cindy noticed Manny repeatedly sipping from a flask kept in his jacket during the movie.  When Cindy 
asked about the flask, Manny said it was filled with gin and he offered her a sip.  Cindy politely 
refused, and urged Manny not to go overboard with his drinking.

	After the movie, Cindy gave Manny a long kiss and then said she was tired and ready to go 
home.  Manny said he was now too inebriated to drive her home.  Manny also said he did not want 
Cindy to have to travel home alone at night, and he stated that he knew a convenient place they could 
both rest.  Manny said, “I just happened to have the keys to the football stadium’s equipment room, 
which has comfortable couches we could sleep on.”  Suddenly fearful about both Manny’s proposal 
and also the prospects of going home alone, Cindy said “you are going to be in big trouble if this 
whole night has been one big set up.”  Manny replied, “That’s not the way I operate, baby.”  Unsure of 
her options, Cindy agreed to go with Manny to the football stadium’s equipment room.

	Once in the equipment room, Cindy was relieved to see two couches and she told Manny that 
she wanted them to sleep separately.  Manny replied, “We can have a lot more fun if we sleep on the 
same couch.”  Cindy in turn said, “I have had plenty of fun for our first date.”  Manny swiftly removed 
his shirt, starting posing to display the muscles in his upper body, and said loudly, “Doesn’t seeing this 
make you want to play with me?”   Manny then grabbed a water bottle from a nearby locker and said, 
“Why don’t you have a sip of this, and then give some more thought to whether you have had enough 
fun tonight?”

	Believing her worst fears had now come true, Cindy grabbed the water bottle and shouted 
loudly, “I know exactly what’s going on here, you pig!”  Cindy opened her purse, showed Manny the 
running tape recorder, and said, “You are busted, Mister!  I have everything you’ve said tonight on 
tape, and I am sure a lab test will confirm that you were trying to drug me with whatever is in this 
water bottle.  I am not going to be a victim in your football team’s sick game!”  

	Manny replied, “Hey, I thought we were having a nice evening, and I just wanted to get closer 
to you.”  Backing away from Cindy, Manny continued, “As for that drink, I am not even sure what’s in 
it.  One of my teammates told me that his girlfriend really enjoyed this special punch, and he gave me 
this water bottle.”  As he slumped into a couch, Manny finished, “I will admit that my teammates have 
been pressuring me to score in here.  In fact, they have threatened to beat up whoever scores last, and 
most of the team is done.  But I really do like you.”

	Cindy was unsure what to believe.  Not wanting to take any chances, she locked herself in the 
equipment room’s inner office and went to sleep on the floor.  Early the next morning, Cindy found 
that she was alone.  Cindy made her way, with Manny’s water bottle, outside the stadium.  After 
calling a cab, Cindy went directly to the local police and asked them to test the contents of the water 
bottle.  The lab reported a powerful mixture of rum and Valium, at which point Cindy told the police 
her story and gave them the audio tape from the prior night’s encounter with Manny.

	You are an assistant prosecutor in the Ohio district that includes Ohio Tech.  The police have 
turned over all the evidence to you, and Cindy has come to your office to discuss this matter.  Cindy 
has told you that she wants Manny prosecuted for either attempted Rape or attempted Sexual Battery 
under Ohio law.  Cindy says that she has a sense that such a charge may not be easy to establish, but 
she wants to hear your analysis of such a prosecution.  Specifically, Cindy wants you to write a memo 
which details the challenges you would face in prosecuting Manny for either attempted Rape or 
attempted Sexual Battery under Ohio law – i.e., Cindy wants to know what arguments Manny would 
be likely to raise in his defense were this case to be taken to trial, and she wants your candid 
assessment of the case’s likely outcome.


Question 3 (70 Minutes)

	Lester Little (an Ohio resident) is an associate in the huge Oliwood law firm of Wera, Sweat, 
Shoppe & Howe.  Over the past month, Lester had been working around the clock on a case contesting 
the results of an election for Oliwood dog catcher.  To aid his efforts, Lester has required a paralegal, 
Peter Pumpt (also an Ohio resident), to work many late nights and weekends.  Because Lester can be a 
demanding and unpleasant boss, Lester and Peter have not had a good working relationship.  Lately, 
Peter has started vocally complaining when given assignments, and Lester recently had to threaten to 
fire Peter in order to motivate Peter to complete his work.  Lester knows full well that he has garnered 
Peter’s animosity; a few days ago, Lester overheard Peter saying to another paralegal, “I’d really like to 
show that Lester who’s boss.  One of these days, I hope I get a chance to turn his face into a dimpled 
chad.”  

	Last week, sadly, the animosity between these co-workers exploded in a tragic incident.  After 
having worked 26 hours straight to finish a key brief, Peter and Lester together headed out to the 
parking lot to find their cars and drive home for a much-needed rest.  After starting his Lexus, Lester 
remembered one last key assignment he needed Peter to complete, and he drove his car toward the spot 
where Peter’s Plymouth was parked.  Exhausted from working through the night, Lester misjudged his 
approach, and significantly scraped the passenger’s side of Peter’s car as he pulled up in his Lexus.  
Not fully realizing the extent of the damage he had done, Lester rolled down his car window and, 
without apologizing for the damage he created, Lester started to tell Peter about the additional work 
Peter needed to complete before going home.  

	Enraged by Lester’s demand and the failure to even acknowledge the damage to his Plymouth, 
Peter grabbed a baseball bat from the trunk of his car and started screaming, “I have had enough of you 
treating me like your servant.  I am now finally going to show you the same sort of disrespect for you 
and your property that you have shown me.”  Bat in hand, Peter first ran to the front of Lester’s Lexus 
and demolished the car’s headlights.  Then, moving around to the passenger’s side of the car, Peter 
smashed in the car’s side windows.  Peter then moved to the rear of Lester’s Lexus and started to 
demolish the car’s taillights.  Cheering on his own demolition, Peter shouted out, “This is so much fun, 
I think I am just getting started.”

	Inside his car, Lester was stunned and scared.  When Peter first appeared in front of the Lexus 
with the bat, Lester called out, “What are you doing?  Stop!  Please don’t.”  But as Peter smashed the 
front headlights, Lester saw what he considered to be a “crazed look” in Peter’s eyes.  (Lester later told 
police that Peter’s look and behavior reminded Lester of his father, who would severely beat Lester 
with a plastic bat when Lester misbehaved as a child.)  And when Peter smashed in the side windows 
of the Lexus, which sent glass flying all through the car’s passenger compartment, Lester concluded 
that Peter had gone completely over the deep end.  

	Upon hearing Peter scream that he was just “getting started” as he smashed the Lexus’s 
taillights, Lester shifted the car’s transmission into reverse, closed his eyes, and then slammed on the 
car’s  accelerator pedal.  Lunging quickly backwards, the Lexus slammed hard into Peter’s body and 
knocked him to the pavement directly behind the Lexus.  Hearing a loud thump, but no longer seeing 
Peter in his rear-view mirror, Lester continued to back his car up and felt a set of major bumps as his 
car backed over Peter’s body.  Lester continued in reverse until he was clear of the scene, and he saw Peter’s trampled body lying on the parking lot pavement.  Still stunned and terrified by all that was 
transpiring, Lester turned his car toward the exit of the parking lot and fled the scene.

	Amazingly, Peter was not instantly killed by being run over by Lester.  Though he had 
considerable internal organ damage, Peter was able to start crawling toward the front of the parking lot 
to try to get help.  A security guard named Oliver Oblivio who sits in a booth at the front of the parking 
lot noticed Peter crawling along, and could tell that Peter was hurt.  However, because Peter owed 
Oliver money and because Oliver did not realize how badly Peter was hurt, Oliver decided to use this 
situation to his advantage.  Oliver called out over his loud speaker that only when Peter paid up his 
debt would Oliver call for medical assistance.

	Lacking the strength for a dialogue, Peter continued crawling toward Oliver’s booth while 
making weak cries for help.  When Peter finally managed to drag himself near Oliver’s booth, Oliver 
came to see the severity of Peter’s injuries and immediately called an ambulance to the scene.  
However, in the moments just before the ambulance arrived, another employee of Wera, Sweat, 
Shoppe & Howe pulled his car out of a parking space and headed toward the parking lot’s entrance.  
Sadly, the other employee failed to notice Peter still laying on the pavement, and he ran Peter over one 
final time.  This last blow proved fatal for Peter, as he was declared dead by the ambulance staff upon 
their arrival.

	You are an assistant district attorney in Oliwood, and your supervisor knows you are an expert 
in the law of homicide and self-defense in both Ohio and Oliwood.  He has thus asked you to write a 
memo explaining the possibilities for, and the challenges posed by, trying to convict (1) Lester of 
homicide (a) in Oliwood, and (b) in Ohio, and then (2) Oliver of homicide just in Oliwood.  Your 
supervisor is concerned about the law of both jurisdictions for Lester’s actions because, though these 
events happened in Oliwood, Lester and Peter are Ohio residents and the case could be transferred 
there.  (Assume for this question that charges could properly be brought in either jurisdiction, though 
Lester will only ultimately be subject to one prosecution.)   In contrast, your supervisor has said that 
the case against Oliver will certainly stay in Oliwood and thus has only asked for an analysis of 
Oliver’s potential homicide liability for Peter’s death under Oliwood law.

		


Question 4 (25 Minutes)

	Please discuss some facet of the Model Penal Code that you think is not so “model” (other 
than its sexual offense provisions, which everyone knows is badly out-dated).

	That is, pick some section, provision or doctrine of the Model Penal Code that we discussed 
this semester (other than the MPC’s sexual offense provisions), describe the pertinent aspects of that 
section, provision or doctrine, and then explain why you do not consider this section, provision or 
doctrine to be an ideal way for a criminal code to be drafted.  

	As part of your answer, please describe and discuss some other possible or preferable approach 
to the issue(s) addressed by the section, provision or doctrine of the Model Penal Code that you are 
criticizing.  You may, for example, focus your answer toward explaining why and how you consider 
the approach taken by the common law or by Ohio law to provide a sounder or more appropriate 
resolution of the matters at issue.  

	Your answer should include at least some direct reference to the classic theories of punishment 
in the course of explaining and justifying your criticisms of the Model Penal Code (and/or in 
explaining and justifying your preference for the approach taken by common law or Ohio law).  In 
addition, you should consider making reference to a hypothetical or a case we reviewed in class to 
explain more fully why you find this facet of the Model Penal Code to be not so “model.”





E  N  D      O  F      E  X  A  M
